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Harmonic generation by relativistic electrons during irradiance of a solid target
by a short-pulse ultraintense laser
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A simple surface current model is proposed for studying harmonic generation by a short-pulse high-intensity
circularly polarized laser irradiating a solid target normally. Exact relativistic electron dynamics is taken into
account. It is found that high harmonics peaked at directions normal to that of incidence are efficiently
generated.@S1063-651X~98!50203-6#

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 42.65.Ky, 41.60.Ap, 52.75.Ms
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Recent advances in high-intensity laser technology
applications of coherent ultrashort-wavelength radiation h
led to renewed interest in the generation of harmonics fr
laser interactions with plasmas@1–10#. In contrast to electron
sources such as beams and storage rings, plasmas can
vide large numbers of free electrons required for effici
interaction with the laser field. When the interaction is s
ficiently nonlinear because of the intensity of the laser and
processes in the plasma, harmonics of high order in the s
tered radiation can be produced. In particular, the stron
relativistic electron quiver motion in an ultraintense (Il2

.1018 W mm22 cm2) laser can lead to high harmonic
Since for longer-pulse lasers and/or lower density plasm
the relativistic nonlinearities are to the lowest order cance
by the ponderomotive reaction of the plasma@7#, it is of
interest to investigate harmonic generation by the hig
relativistic free electrons during the interaction of an
trashort, ultraintense laser with a solid density plasma.

In a recent experiment@9,10# solid targets were irradiate
obliquely by a short-pulse (,0.4 ps! linearly polarized laser
at intensities in excess of 1019 W/cm2. Contrary to expecta-
tion @1,2#, high harmonics~up to the 68th! in nonspecular
directions and with large (.1026) conversion efficiencies
were observed. For fixed laser intensities at lower valu
(&731018 W/cm2), the conversion efficiency decreas
rapidly with the harmonic number, whereas for high
(*1019 W/cm2) intensities this decrease is less pronounc
and tend to flatten at high (*50) harmonic numbers. Th
results are similar fors andp polarized laser lights. Some o
these features qualitatively agree with those found from
one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation of Gibbon@8#.
The wide angular spread of the high harmonics was att
uted to rippling of the interaction surface@9#.

In this paper we consider harmonic generation by rela
istic surface currents duringnormal irradiance of a solid tar-
get by a short-pulse ultraintensecircularly polarized laser.
Exact relativistic electron dynamics is taken into accou
assuming that the target is not significantly altered by
laser @2–6#. It is found that although most of the inciden
energy is backscattered at the fundamental frequency, hi
harmonics appear as the laser intensity increases. The a
corresponding to strongest scattering for each harmonic
571063-651X/98/57~3!/2531~4!/$15.00
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creases with the harmonic number. The angular spr
around this brightest angle, broad for the lower harmon
decreases with the harmonic number. For high harmo
modes both the angle and its spread are peaked in a dire
nearly perpendicular to the incident light.

The radiated power per unit solid angle of thenth har-
monic from a current sourcejW consisting of say, electron
moving relativistically in the circularly polarized laser field
can be expressed in general as@11#

dPn

dV
5

n2v0
2

8p3c3U E d3xe2 ink0n̂•xWE
0

2p

dtGW nU2

, ~1!

whereGW n[n̂3( n̂3 jW)exp@in(t2k0n̂•DW )#, and n̂5(1,u,f) is
the observation direction,xW is the coordinate vector of the
source at, sayt50, DW (xW ,t)5*0

tvW (xW ,t8)dt8 is its displace-
ment,t5v0t, k05v0 /c, andv0 is the laser frequency. Tha
is, xW1DW is the instantaneous location of the source@12#. The
formula ~1! can be derived from the Maxwell equations, th
only assumption being that the observer be far from
source.

For simplicity we neglect laser energy absorption by t
plasma. We also assume uniform irradiance within the fo
spot, whose radiusa is much larger than the laser wave
length. Thus, we havejW(xW ,t)5 jW(z,t) and DW (xW ,t)5DW (z,t),
and Eq.~1! can be rewritten as

dPn

dV
5

a2

2pc
Fn~u!U E dze2 ink0cosuzE

0

2p

dtGW nU2

, ~2!

where we have introduced the factor

Fn~u!5S nk0

2paD 2U E
0

a

drrE
0

2p

dwe2 ink0r sinu cos~w2f!U2

5@J1~nk0a sinu!/sinu#2, ~3!

which is often used in optics in connection to diffractio
from a circular hole. Fork0a@1, Fn(u) peaks sharply atu
50 and oscillates with increasing angle, as is shown in F
1 for n51 andk0a5100.
R2531 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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In the low-intensity limit, the electron displacement in th
laser field is much less than the laser wavelength (k0D!1),
and does not significantly affect the radiation. The time
tegral in Eq.~2! can then be expressed explicitly in terms
the nth Fourier componentjWn5(1/2p)*dt jW exp(int) of the
current density. One obtains

dPn

dV
5

2pa2

c
Fn~u!U E dzn̂3~ n̂3 jWn!e2 ink0cosuzU2

~4!

for the radiated power in thenth harmonic. The generation o
a harmonic can thus be understood in terms ofjWn . That is,
the nth current componentjWn acts as the source for thenth
harmonic. In this case all harmonics are in the specular
rection~with respect to the incident light!. On the other hand
in the relativistic regime the factork0n̂•DW in GW n becomes
important since the electron displacement is now compar
to the laser wavelength. It follows that the time integral
Eq. ~2! can no longer be expressed in terms of a sim
Fourier component of the current density. Clearly, the fin
displacement can significantly change the angle of harmo
radiation@13#.

For irradiance by an ultrashort, ultraintense laser, the
drodynamic response of the laser-produced plasma doe
play a major role. During the short time of interaction t
plasma does not have time to expand significantly. Instea
the appearance of a large inhomogeneous corona, the de
profile remains steplike, which can be modeled by a so
density plasma filling a half-space. That is, the plasma d
sity is n0 for z>0 and zero forz,0. At the vacuum-plasma
interface, the boundary condition isHt(0,t)52Hi(0,t),
whereHi andHt are the magnetic fields of the incident an
transmitted modes, respectively. In the limitn0→` the
transmitted mode can be replaced by a surface currentj s(t).
The boundary condition @11# is then (4p/c) j s(t)
52Hi(0,t). In the solid density plasma considered here
haven0@nc , wherenc is the critical density, the penetratio
of the laser radiation is confined to an extremely small~usu-
ally less than one tenth the laser wavelength! region on the
target surface. Thus, in Eq.~2! one can set jW(z,t)
; jW(t)d(z), where jW(t)5(mv0c2/2pe)gbW (t), g5(1

FIG. 1. The variation of dimensionless diffraction factorFn(u),
for n51 andk0a5100.
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2b2)21/2, bW 5vW /c, andvW is the electron quiver velocity in the
incident circularly polarized laser field.

Harmonic emission can be considered as nonlinear s
tering of light, and described in terms of the differential cro
section for light scattered per unit solid angle at thenth
harmonic, or

dsn

dV
5

1

I

dPn

dV
5

3csT

2e2v0
2q2

dPn

dV
,

where sT is the Thomson cross section,I 5(c/4p)uEi u2 is
the laser intensity andq5euEi u/mv0c51.231029AIl2

~whereI andl are in units of W/cm2 andmm, respectively!
is the laser strength parameter. For laser scattering fro
solid target we have then

dsn

dV
5~8pa2/3n2sT!g2Fn~u!Kn~u!, ~5!

where the radiationKn(u) from a single electron quivering
~rotating! in the incident laser field is@11,13#

Kn~u!5
3n2sT

16p3q2U E
0

2p

dtn̂3~ n̂3bW !ein~t2k0n̂•DW !U2

5
3n2sT

4pq2 @cotan2uJn
2~nb sinu!1b2Jn8

2~nb sinu!#,

~6!

where bW 5b(costx̂1sintŷ) and b5q/A11q2. Note that
Kn(u) depicts the strong radiation from a single electro
while the diffraction termFn(u) takes into account the col
lective effect of all the electrons participating in the motio
@11#.

Figure 2 shows the angular dependence ofKn(u) for the
first to the 50th~from left to right! harmonics forq53 ~or
Il2;131019 W cm22 mm2). One sees that in the nonlinea
scattering from a single relativistic electron, a considera
part of the scattered energy is in the higher harmonics. S
tering at the fundamental laser frequency is comparativ
weak, although it still peaks at the normal of the electr
orbit. With increasing harmonic order, the angular distrib

FIG. 2. The variation of the dimensionless quantityKn(u)/sT ,
which describes the radiation from a single electron, forn51 to 50,
andq53.
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tion of the harmonics is tipped forward towards the plane
the electron orbit, together with increasingly sharper pea
The radiation at the higher harmonics is folded into a sh
cone centered on the orbit plane, an effect that results
rectly from the relativistic displacementD of the electron in
the laser field. It is worth noting that with its acceleratio
being perpendicular to the velocity, an electron moving in
circularly polarized laser field radiates more effectively th
that in a comparable linearly polarized field, and the rad
tion spectrum will therefore contain more harmonic comp
nents than that of linearly polarized lights@11#.

The total nonlinear scattering from a solid-density plas
can be calculated by taking into account the diffraction fac
Fn(u). Since bothK1(u) andF1(u) peak atu50, the power
at the fundamental frequency is much enhanced in the d
backscattering direction. The scattering efficiencyhn
5sn /pa2 is then

h15
4

b2E @cotan2uJ1
21b2J18

2#F1~u!sinudu, ~7!

where the argument of the Bessel functions isb sinu. Since
h1 is close to unity, most of the incident laser energy
mirror reflected at the same frequency.

For the harmonics, however, the peaks ofKn(u) and
Fn(u) are not matched. As a result, the harmonics dev
from the backscattering direction and appear at larger ang
Figures 3 and 4 show forq53 and k0a5100 the angular
distribution of the 10th and 50th harmonics, respective
Because of the diffraction factorFn(u), the resulting differ-
ential cross section oscillates with the scattering angleu.
These oscillations, with a period roughly of the ord
sin21(l/na), are at present too fine structured to be measu
experimentally. The upper envelope of the oscillations, w
Fn(u) in the limit nk0a sinu@1, namely,

Fn~u!;
2 cos2~nk0a sinu1w!

pnk0a sin3u
→

2

pnk0a sin3u
, ~8!

is shown as dashed lines in Figs. 3 and 4. Thus, while
lower harmonics have a relatively wide angular spread,

FIG. 3. The differential cross section~in cm2) of the 10th har-
monic scattered from a solid-density plasma, withq53 and k0a
5100. The dashed lines represent the envelope calculated from
asymptotic expression~8!.
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high harmonics tend to appear at angles nearly perpendic
to the incident laser. Obviously there is no forward scatter
in the present model.

From Eqs.~5! and ~8!, the conversion efficiency of the
nth harmonic is

hn;
8

npk0ab2E @cotan2uJn
21b2Jn8

2#
du

sin2u
, ~9!

where the argument of the Bessel functions isnb sinu. The
efficiencies are shown in Fig. 5 forn510 and 50 as a func
tion of the laser strength parameterq. There is a threshold
for the appearance of any harmonic component. Above
threshold the harmonic appears and its conversion efficie
increases rapidly withq until a certain value, and thereafter
seems to flattens out. In Fig. 6, the conversion efficien
versusthe harmonic number forq55 ~or Il2;431019 W
cm22 mm2) is shown.

We have used a simple surface current model to cons
the scattering of a short-pulse high-intensity laser off a so
target. The surface current approach is applicable since in
present model, namely, normal incidence of a circularly p
larized laser in the absence of plasma response, the ta
electrons do not execute axial motion. That is, the tar
remains steplike@2–6,13#. In real situations, the target ca
deform somewhat by possible laser prepulse or rise-time

the

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the 50th harmonic.

FIG. 5. The conversion efficiencies of the 10th and 50th h
monics vsq.
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fects, and a corona can appear in front of it. Our results sh
that high harmonics can appear in the scattered light. E
harmonic has a lower angular cutoff, with the dominati
fundamental harmonic mostly backscattered. The lower h
monics have a wide angular spread from the cutoff angle
to the target plane, whereas the angular distribution beco
narrower and closer to the latter for the higher harmon
The angular spread of the harmonics is due to the comb
effects of light diffraction and large~within the laser period!
electron displacement. The latter contribution is similar,
in a predictable manner, to that from target-surface rippli
It is also found that at fixed laser intensities of lower valu

FIG. 6. The conversion efficiency vs the harmonic number
q55.
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(&731018 W/cm2), the conversion efficiency decreas
rapidly with the harmonic number. For higher (*1019

W/cm2) intensities, the decrease is not as pronounced
tend to flatten at high (*50) harmonic numbers.

Because of the simplifying assumptions made here, s
as circular polarization of the laser, normal incidence, st
like target profile, etc., it is not strictly appropriate to com
pare our results with that of Norreyset al. @9,14#. Neverthe-
less, it is obvious from the formulation that the ma
mechanism proposed, namely, the contribution of the rela
istic displacementDW , should be universal for other polariza
tions and incidence angles. In this sense it is not surpris
that the results here agree fairly well with those of Norre
et al. @9# in several general as well as unique features suc
the angular spread, the scaling of the scattering efficien
etc. The conversion efficiency obtained here for the h
harmonics is about an order of magnitude lower than tha
Norreyset al. @9#, who however assumed isotropic radiatio
In fact, because of the existence of an axial electron o
component for oblique incidence and noncircular polari
tion, one expects that the corresponding angular sprea
the scatter harmonics will be more isotropic than the c
here. On the other hand, we note that the angular conce
tion predicted here for the high harmonics from the scat
ing of circularly polarized lights can be especially useful
many applications.
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